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Abstract— Criminal investigation system will help the 

investigation agencies and police to keep  the track of 

criminal activites going in our society. It will keep the logs of 

the cases which include the summary of case & past criminal 

history. The system allows the admin to keep the track of 

records upload the details regarding the case. In this paper 

regression algorithm implemented with some enhancements 

to aid in the process of identifying crime patterns. We 

connected these procedures to genuine wrongdoing 

information from a city police office. The system has 

alsoused semi-supervised learning technique here for 

knowledge discovery from the crime records and to help 

increase the predictive accuracy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Criminal information examination is the compelling path for 

wrongdoing counteractive action. The concentration of 

information mining examination is on growing new 

procedures to lessen the wrongdoing. Criminal information 

comprises of different points of interest, for example, area, 

sexual orientation, date, kind of wrongdoing, power of 

wrongdoing and so on. Criminal information gives obscure 

and profitable data to police and Law requirement offices 

.Propelled strategies are required to extricate helpful data 

from extensive measure of wrongdoing information. Data 

mining is considered as a solution to such problems and it is 

done by the use of regression algorithm and normalization 

technique. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In current system we have is a complaint management system 

but with this system it help them to do the work faster and the 

with the proper storage the  data is safe. Earlier data used to 

be on paper  which  was  difficult to recover in case of  natural 

disaster. There are large number of cases which are pending 

this will be reduced . the system  will analyse the data present 

in the system and help the department in preventing crime. 

Detecting crime can be very hard as well, because of frequent 

online transactions and busy network traffic which create 

huge amounts of data and just a portion of which relates to 

illegal activities. The major challenges investigating agencies 

facing are of the efficient and correct evaluating of the crime 

data. Henceforth we are proposing the framework which will 

break down the information introduce in the framework and 

help the division in anticipating wrongdoing. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Criminal examination can happens at various levels, 

including strategic, operational, and vital to See if a 

wrongdoing fits a specific known example or another 

example is frequently dull work of wrongdoing investigators, 

analysts or in little offices, cops or representatives. They 

should physically move through heaps of printed material and 

confirmation to foresee, suspect and ideally counteract 

wrongdoing. In this approach that applies document 

clustering algorithms to forensic analysis of computerized in 

police investigations. The clustering techniques are used 

DBScan algorithm and Regression algorithm for predicting 

the crime then it was create the link between the analytical 

parts of information and finally give the report. The results of 

this data mining could potentially be used to lessen and even 

prevent crime for the forth coming years. 

A. "Predictive Policing: Using Machine Learning to Detect 

Patterns of Crime”: 

Eg: Data-driven approaches also called predictive policing is 

growing in many country. The U. S. Department of Justice 

has recently launched initiatives to support the identify 

potential criminal activity and it has gained a lot of attention 

in the news[Ref 6]. 

B. Crime Analysis in the United Kingdom (From Wiki)”: 

Eg: The key abilities of an investigator inside UK law 

authorization is to recognize examples and patterns, make 

deductions in like manner in connection to these examples 

with the goal that they can , give suggestions to bolster 

activity and give items and briefings that convey this data and 

translation plainly and in a fitting arrangement for the for 

clients [Ref 7]. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The present framework where all operations are done 

physically like sending dissensions, taking activities against 

wrongdoings, seeing status. So with the current framework in 

the event that anyone needs to protestation against 

wrongdoings he should do it through the police headquarters 

by registrating the whine. Henceforth the police needs to deal 

with the protestation physically. Limitations of existing 

system:- 

 All criminal records are stored in a file. 

 To add any new record, record file is used. 

 When other police headquarters require any criminal 

data around then they have to call that police 

headquarters. 

 There are many drawbacks  like time consuming, require 

more man power. 

 Citizens cannot get the information and the current status 

of the criminals of all city. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed web application, the crime data analysis will 

be performed on various critical features in Crime data. 

Along with Crime data analysis, we will provide the forecast 

of the probability of the suspects in a given case to help 

investigation in correct direction. In the overall knowledge 
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discovery process, before data mining itself, data pre-

processing plays a crucial role. One of the first steps concerns 

the normalization of the data. This step is very important 

when dealing with parameters of different units and scales. 

For example, some use data mining techniques use the 

Euclidean distance.  

Normalization which scales all numeric  variables in 

the range [0, 1]. One possible formula 

is given below: 

 
Regression is a data mining technique used to 

predict a range of numeric values  given a particular dataset. 

For example, regression might be used to predict the age 

,gender, income, temperature and  other variables. When you 

use the Regression algorithm, a special case of Decision 

Trees algorithm is invoked, with parameters that require 

certain       data input these data inputs are taken from the 

criminal records. Records which are verified and updated in 

the system.   

 

 
Fig. 1: Regression process 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
Fig. 2: Login Page 

 
Fig. 3: Admin page 

It has more acess to the system compared to user like 

data entry, administrstion because admin is is the one who is 

going to update the user and the criminal details after the 

proper verification process. 

 
Fig. 4: Crime Investigation we have to enter the data and 

will forcast the result using regression technique 

 
Fig. 5: The forcasted result will be displayed in the tabular 

format and in the graphical format both.it will do the 

analysis of  the stored data and display the result. 

  

 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_xqXlcaQiGRk/RpO4CR0oKqI/AAAAAAAAAA0/TnshqtR_ndw/s1600-h/fig1.png
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Fig. 6: Search Criminal you can search for the criminal 

records. 

 
Fig. 7: Criminal List which will provide the result in 

graphical format. 

 
Fig. 8: Criminal data sets which is collected from police 

station and some are dummy data. 

 
Fig. 9: User Page 

VII. CONCLUSION 

An intuitive interface for criminal information examination is 

produced for the present information mining methods. It is 

proposed in order to do true blue examination of criminal 

data.  It will help the police to utilize the criminal information 

examination device proficiently, and help the police to take 

every necessary step quicker adequately. The instrument has 

extremely encouraging use in the current changing situation 

and gives a compelling apparatus to law implementation 

organizations for wrongdoing recognition and wrongdoing 

counteractive action. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

We look forward to working with the Government in 

implementing the recommendations and seeing an 

improvement in the effectiveness of the Police Department. 

The method of video conferencing can be added to make the 

project livelier. Face detection or face recognition technology 

can be added. Thumb acknowledgment framework can be 

included. Following framework can likewise be included for 

monitoring a man who may be under the look. 
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